Standard Terms and Conditions
1.

Rates will be provided upon request and may differ from user to user, depending on
the frequency of use of the fleet and/or type of flight.

2.

Rates are subject to industry and market related increases, including fuel price
increases at Lanseria International Airport, and Exchange Rate Fluctuations. Rates
may be adjusted without prior notification. Kindly confirm the rates prior to
confirmation of the flight.

3.

All confirmed flights in our system will be at the Aircraft rate at the time of
confirmation, and the relevant fuel price at that time.

4.

A single room per pilot/cabin crew member for night stops, as well as for day stops
exceeding 3 hours.

5.

All Rates Exclude VAT.

6.

Cancellation:
Should a confirmed flight be cancelled, a cancellation fee will be applicable as follows:




72 hours prior to departure - 30 % of Total Price
48 hours prior to departure - 50 % of Total Price
Day of departure - 70 % of Total Price.

7.

Crew S&T Policy is as follows: Domestic Flights - R115 per day or R372 per night per
crew member (within RSA only). International Flights - As per SARS Table - available
on request. USD 70 Cross border same day return.

8.

APU fees apply to usage of more than 1 hour per sector.

9.

Absolute Flight Services will maintain operational control of the flights at all times
with exception of flights ticketed on another AOC.

10.

The Charter Company/Broker using the Aircraft must make all the following
arrangements, unless specifically requested otherwise in writing: Overflight &

Landing Clearances, Catering, Crew, HOTAC requirements, Transport and Cash Float
for expenses etc. Aircraft are provided with Tea, Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Cremora, Glasses
and Coffee Cups. Should additional services be provided, these will be charged at cost
plus 7.5%.
11.

Notwithstanding the general information provided in this rate sheet (available on
request), the Charter Company/Broker is responsible for ensuring that the Aircraft is
fit for the purpose specific flight and can be executed in accordance with the
capabilities of the specific Aircraft, with due consideration of passenger numbers, and
any runway, airfield and operational conditions that may apply; the Charter
Company/Broker shall be responsible for consequential changes; and indemnifies
Absolute Flight Services from responsibility for any operational changes, route
deviations, or incremental costs that in these circumstances may apply.

12.

Please note that the positioning Fee would be applicable for flights from Lanseria
International Airport to OR Tambo International Airport. A short cycle fee would be
applicable for return flights from OR Tambo International Airport to Lanseria
International Airport.

13.

Absolute Flight Services may amend these Standard Terms and Conditions at any
time. If Absolute Flight Services amends these Standard Terms and Conditions, the
amended Standard Terms and Conditions will apply to all future dealings between
the Parties from the date of amendment.

